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Disclaimer: “For Visual representation only. Design Range & Finishes are subject to change without prior notice. Actual Design & Color may vary when viewed in digital format. Please contact your nearest Merino Dealer / Merino Team for order fulfillment.”
The Merino Group is a leading player in the laminates and panel industry. The first product was plywood, launched in 1974 and later it spread its wings into high-pressure decorative laminates in 1981. The Group has diverse business interests expanding into Interior Architectural Products, Information Technology and Food & Agro business. Over 4000 employees, 5 production units and multiple allied surface solutions having endless design possibilities are what ensure a consistent range of superior quality products and the Group's continuous significant growth in the challenging market scenario. With innovation and perfection at its core, Merino commits to the highest manufacturing standards with a strong customer support.
AN EXPRESSION OF YOU
When it comes to decorating your space, you would like something just like you. For every expression of you, there’s a laminate that has been designed to speak for you. Express the brightness of your smile with our bright laminates or complement your elegance with our dainty floral prints. Browse through our collection to find patterns as bold as you are, colours that are as vibrant as your laughter and wood finishes that are strong enough for your lofty ideals. With our wide range of laminates you’ll be sure to find an expression of you. Be the best version of you, in a space that’s truly you.
FINE FINISHED EXPRESSIONS

Let your room reflect you. Express your vibrant laughter with our vibrant colours, or reflect your blooming personality with our floral prints. Explore our range of finished printed designs to find the one that reflects you.
NEW 13023 NPL Cerro Walnut
NEW 10394 NPL Dark Zembra
NEW 21028 NPL Chocolate
NEW 21066 NPL Black
NEW 42004 SGL White Marble

NEW 12903 SGL Oxizinc
14005 SGL Fleece  10468 SGL Cloudy Floreto  10469 SGL Dusk Floreto

13003 SGL Dim Tectile  13004 SGL Grey Tectile

10493 SGL Lunar Marble  10492 SGL Solar Marble

SUPER GLOSS
CLICK ON THE HEADING TO VIEW FINISH
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SUPER GLOSS

Click on the heading to view finish.

22191 SGL Glacial White
21467 SGL Neo Turmeric
21414 SGL Neo Tangerine
21424 SGL Neo Sunset Point
21465 SGL Neo Crimson
55906 SGL Reed Style Silver
22191 DSY  Glacial White

21414 DSY  Neo Tangerine

21465 DSY  Neo Crimson
22191 OTL Glacial White
10395 OTL Light Ramie
10397 OTL Taupe Ramie

21414 OTL Neo Tangerine
21465 OTL Neo Crimson
21472 OTL Grape Wine

21066 OTL Black
22191 DST Glacial White
21465 DST Neo Crimson
10369 DST Dark Malawi
FIBERWOOD

CLICK ON THE HEADING TO VIEW FINISH

10478 FWD Precott Walnut
10477 FWD Borneo Walnut

NEW 13020 FWD Rainer Walnut
10336 FWD Belize Teak
NEW 13013 WCT Tirchy Walnut
NEW 13018 UWD Baltic Wood
10493 UWD Lunar Marble
10492 UWD Solar Marble

10490 UWD Celeste Noce
10491 UWD Bella Noce
NEW 13011 UWD Tigris Oak

10301 UWD Brunt Wood
NEW 13023 UWD Cerro Walnut
NEW 13010 UWD Rhine Oak
NEW 13023 TD Cerro Walnut
10424 TD Russet Linosa
10425 TD Wonder Linosa
10346 TD Provence Walnut
10369 TD Dark Malawi
10339 TD Rose Sapelle
NEW 13012 CRC Kara Wood
NEW 13017 LMB Lonain Wood
NEW 13012 LMB Kara Wood
NEW 55641 LMB Teton Wood
10481 LMB Rust Mindano
10480 LMB Luson Wood
10482 LMB Bran Mindano
NEW 13005 SCP Fleece
10425 SCP Wonder Linosa
10453 SCP Dawn Wuda Elm
10424 SCP Russet Linosa
10457 SCP Amber Wuda Elm
10454 SCP Earthy Wuda Elm
10306 SCP Clay Cherry
PATTERNED EXPRESSIONS

Elegant? Bold? Or a bold elegance? For every pattern of yours, we have a laminate. Browse through our range of pattern laminates to find one that suits you perfectly.
NEW 42005 White Rock Pier

10396 Ivory Hemp
10396 CKD Ivory Hemp

10483 CKD Graffiti
NEW EXPRESSIONS

The most unique thing about you, is you. So find an expression that fits, and let your space speak for you through our latest launches.
NEW 13015 Dawn Chink

NEW 13014 Dusk Chink

13014 Dusk Chink

13015 Dawn Chink
NEW WOODGRAIN

NEW 13011 Tigris Oak

NEW 13010 Rhine Oak
NEW WOODGRAIN

13006 Celtic Walnut

13012 Kara Wood
NEW 13026 Laptev Walnut

NEW 13025 Murray Wood

NEW 13024 Yokon Wood
WOODEN EXPRESSIONS

Strong, sturdy and yet always elegant. Flip through our wide range of wooden laminates to find the perfect match for your space.
EXUBERANT WOODS

10446 Upholstered Wood

10487 Metallic Ebony Wood

10489 Arenal Wood

10488 Baffin Wood
WOODGRAIN

10453 Dawn Wuda Elm

10457 Amber Wuda Elm
WOODGRAIN

10481 Rust Mindano

10482 Bran Mindano
WOODGRAIN

10323 Urban Teak

10406 Redwood Plum
WOODGRAIN

10473 Eternity Crust Oak
10368 Blend Maple
10470 Fudge Stitch
10378 Thicket Walnut
10427 Clump Walnut
10471 Café Stitch
10672 Dark Walnut
10346 Provence Walnut
10612 Storm Pine
SOLID EXPRESSIONS

Express your passion through our fiery reds or bring out your zen with our earthy greens. Discover a colour that suits your personality with our wide range of solid laminates.
22281 Marker Board

21063 Chalk Board
HIGH PRESSURE DECORATIVE LAMINATES (HPL)

Merino High Pressure laminates are made of specially selected decorative papers and absorbent Kraft paper impregnated with melamine and phenolic resins. These are then pressed and hardened under heat and high pressure.

GENERAL PURPOSE LAMINATES (HPL)

Merino High-Pressure Laminates are available in over 500+ designs, 35+ finishes and 11 different sizes. A range with dynamic aesthetic look and design, they have increased dimensional stability and high resistance to boiling water, stain and scratch. The range is made for multiple applications including, home furniture items, wall linings, column claddings, doors, shelves, table tops, work tops, counters, vanity units, cubicles, lift linings, store fittings, displays, check-out desks, storage units etc.

This special range combines the durability of metal with the versatility of laminates. It is designed for vertical interior or ceiling applications where a special accent is required, or a metallic expression is desired. Metallic laminates are manufactured by pressing metallic foils along with kraft paper core sheets impregnated with phenolic resin.

The bright reflective face of these laminates lends a modern decorative appeal to the interior and renders the ambiance with a modern, sleek and an urban look. Metalam are durable and can be used in hospitality, gaming, entertainment zones, interior design, set design, retail signage, display, cruise and furniture industry.

PHENOLIC BACKER SHEETS

They are used as a surface covering material in conjunction with high pressure decorative laminates and a substrate such as particle board to balance the assembly. It is sold in various thicknesses to match the thickness of the high pressure laminate. It also provides protection from the effects of humidity.

FLEX-POSTFORMING GRADE LAMINATES

Merino post forming laminates are intended to be used on vertical and horizontal interior surfaces where the laminate is required to roll in a simple radius over the edges of a substrate. The result is appreciated for no seams around corners and a smooth evenly laminated, attractive surface.

It is ideal for shutters, countertops, furniture tops, executive tables, modular office systems, computer workstations, storage cabinet doors, etc.
SPECIALITY LAMINATES
These laminates have been meticulously designed to enhance surface performance with a specific property in addition to the general benefits of a high pressure decorative laminates.

FINGUARD ANTI FINGERPRINT LAMINATES
A laminate with distinctive feature of fingerprint resistance. These laminate surfaces are resistant to smudges and thus maintain their class throughout. They have an ingrained texture that is not only smooth but has the strength to last for a lifetime. The Finguard surface is resistant to spills, scratches and even bacteria, making it the perfect canvas for both horizontal and vertical applications.

Merino Tuff Gloss MR+ provides high gloss and is resistant to scuff and mar (light surface damages) abrasions. The stunning range of super gloss laminates adds a layer of lustre and sheen to the interiors.
It can be used in Kitchen, Kid room, Bar area, Dining room, Reception, Conference room, Restaurants, etc.

UNI+ LAMINATES
The range combines the features of decorative laminate surface and benefit of homogeneous solid color at the edges; The same color of the decorative surface and the core layers give the laminate edges a uniform and seamless look. The laminate allows for interesting manifestations to be created on the surface by different engraving options.

Merino Synchronized Laminates are embellished laminates with textures that give a refined tactile feel, in harmony with the design. The surface texture is seamlessly synchronized with the decor patterns and this effortless synchronization makes the laminates indistinguishable from solid woods and veneers.

LAMINATURE (Synchronized Laminates)

IMAGINO CUSTOMISED DIGITAL LAMINATES
An amalgamation of technology and creativity, it's a unique range of laminates that allows you to customize your own designs. It is a recent development in laminate decorative surface which offers a solution to architects, designers and homeowners in an easy, simple and reliable mode of artistic expression. Endowed with technology, it enables endless modifications of designs that literally brings alive your imagination.
**CHEM+ (LAB GRADE) LAMINATES**

Merino Chem+ Lab Grade Laminate is highly resistant to relatively strong chemicals like acids, alkalis, corrosive salts and other staining substances. It can be applied on both horizontal and vertical surfaces for the perfect design, appearance, quality and durability. These laminates can be applied on sinks, counters, lab benches and is suggested for work surfaces in chemical and pathogen labs, photographic labs, nursing stations etc.

**AB+ ANTIBACTERIAL LAMINATES**

Merino AB+ Antibacterial Laminate is intended for application where there is a need for additional protection to the surface against bacteria. A very special resin formulation is applied over decorative surface paper to achieve high degree of bacterial growth resistance. Useful in health sectors like hospitals, pathological labs, nursing homes, medical research and in the areas where bacteria can spread rapidly like public buildings, toilets, catering facilities, swimming pools, changing rooms, fitness facilities etc. It can also be used in domestic bathrooms and kitchens in private households.

**FR+ FIRE RETARDANT LAMINATES**

Merino presents Halogen Free FR+ Fire Retardant Laminates that eliminate the risk of toxic smoke. They are safe and sturdy and come in exquisite designs and colors. These laminates are approved by Warrington Fire, UK BS-476 with a Class-l Fire Rating and are ideal for the kitchens and fire prone areas.

**ESD+ ELECTROSTATIC DISSIPATIVE LAMINATES**

Merino ESD+ Electrostatic Dissipative Laminates are designed to minimize electrostatic charge in work environment. It offers one of the best ESD properties for laminate surfaces in India and provides a safe environment for furniture used in electrostatic protected areas (EPAs). Perfect for places like IT offices, call centres, laboratories, electronic industries, pharmaceutical labs and offices.

**ACCESS FLOORING TILE**

Merino Access Flooring Tile is specially designed for access flooring systems which require good impact resistance, durability, resistance to stain, high abrasion, easy to maintain and available in specific attractive selected colors. It is an ideal flooring surface that has low static generation and retention. It thus becomes a practical flooring solution for computer rooms, general office buildings, hospital operating rooms and other places that essentially require hygiene, easy maintenance and durability.
WRITEONS
These laminates are ideal for both dry and wet erase markers, offering great versatility and decorative opportunities.

CHALK-BOARD LAMINATES
Merino Chalk-board has a special surface for easy erasure of standard writing chalk for various applications. Chalk boards are an excellent economic alternative writing board for schools and colleges as it renders excellent contrast against chalk marks. The special characteristics of Merino Chalkboard surface ensures perfect continuity in chalk marks for hassle free and readable writing.

MARKER BOARDS
Merino Marker Board is made with special type of synthetic polymer which imparts durability to the surface and provides easy cleaning of dry and wet erase markers making it perfect for conference rooms, auditoriums, colleges and institutions.

PANEL AND PLYWOOD PRODUCTS
A ready-to-use solution for all your furniture needs. Post Laminated boards are those in which the laminate is already pasted on the board thereby saving valuable time and labor.

POST LAMINATED BOARDS
Merino Prelaminated Boards are a range of eco-friendly and strong pre-laminated melamine faced particle boards or MDF boards. Laminated with ‘Melamine treated imported papers’ these are suitable for all types of horizontal and vertical applications.
Merino plywood offers an extensive range of products with high strength & quality. The range also comprises of plyboards & post laminated flushdoors. Plywood is a panel product consisting of thin wood veneers glued together in cross direction under a specific pressure, the cross lamination provides excellent two-way strength and stiffness properties. The veneers are well seasoned to control their moisture content and prevent warpage.

Available in 3 substrate: Compact, MDF & Plywood

Gloss Meister Panels are High Gloss Panels with PU+ Coating done on melamine based Prelaminated MDF. It creates superlative perception of mirror-like appearance. It has a wide range of application in modular kitchen, wardrobes, washroom cubicles, home furniture, reception areas, office furniture, restaurants, hotel & wellness, retail showrooms, internal wall cladding and restroom cubicles & lockers.

Matt Meister Panels are Super Matt Panels with PU+ Coating done on melamine based Prelaminated MDF. Engineered with a specialized technology, the range is made up of an anti-fingerprint surface with a smooth-satin finish. It’s anti-bacterial, hygienic and resistant to scratches.

COMPACT

Merino Compact Laminates are manufactured in various thicknesses, adequate to eliminate the use of a substrate, and are useful where flat and free-standing panels are required for decorative purposes.

Merino Internal Wall Cladding brings the most astonishing designs used for interior decoration to blend the choice of every generation. An innovative state-of-the-art Internal Wall Cladding system for internal walls, made from extremely durable, seamless and impervious HiPI Compact Panels. This exceptional mix of classic and contemporary is going to embellish your interiors with finest designs of cladding.

Merino External Wall Cladding is a Solid Exterior grade Compact High Pressure Laminate. The range has multiple design configurations, sizes, shapes, and is optimized for multiple applications including residence, shopping malls, hotels, apartments, office buildings, retail, airports etc. The EWC range is powered with high levels of resistance to weather, UV rays, climatic shock, corrosion, graffiti, pollutants and abrasion.
Merino has been continuously evolving to address the dynamic demands of the restroom industry, by offering remarkable design innovation through value-added compact product like restroom cubicles & lockers. The product is designed for heavy-traffic restrooms to provide appealing and practical solutions. It is manufactured with international standards of quality and comes in a variety of colours with nylon, stainless steel and aluminium accessories and fittings. Its applications are in restroom cubicles, shower cubicles and changing rooms. Locker systems, urinal panels and support grab bars are also part of Merino Restroom Solutions.

OTHERS

It is specifically designed to synchronize each surface by offering a unified design in HPL, Compact Laminates, Dual-Sided Melamine Boards and Edge Bandings. It offers Architects and Designers a whole new experience with the high quality and modern coordinated surfaces. The range opens up new horizons of innovation. And the timeless designs comprising natural wood finishes make Harmony unparalleled.

Crafted from a unique blend of acrylic resins and natural materials, the sheets can be cut, shaped and formed into a boundless range of designs. The biggest advantage of it is that, unlike other surfacing materials, these can be repaired and restored to their original condition. These solid surfaces can be fabricated and installed in both residential and commercial applications with inconspicuous seams giving your interiors unmatched durability and design flexibility. We are one of the only two companies to have successfully developed the DBCU (Double Belt Casting Unit) process to produce superior products.

Merino brings to your doorsteps the finest furniture, manufactured with state-of-the-art technology and custom made as per your requirements through Myspace, a new-age furniture solutions brand. It is one of the most preferred tailor-made furniture solutions for offices, home, hospitality and retail sector.

Disclaimer:

Price vary with respect to type, finish, thickness, size and colour. Please consult with our branch/ dealers/factories before quoting.

Advance notice of intended discontinued items will be made known to our regular customers. Our company shall not be held liable for any consequences resulted from disruption of supply.

High Pressure laminates are meant for indoor use unless they are of exterior grade that are strictly on indent basis only. Avoid using on areas exposed to direct sunlight or high reflective areas.
MARKETING OFFICE
New Delhi: 70, KLI Complex, 2nd Floor, Moti Nagar, New Delhi-110015, India
P: 011-45557000, 25107617
E: merinodelhi@merinoindia.com

REGISTERED OFFICE
5, Alexandra Court, 60/1, Chowringhee Road, Kolkata-700020, India
P: 033-22901214/1215
E: merinokol@merinoindia.com

FACTORY OFFICES
Hapur: Village-Achheja, PO-Hapur-245 101 Dist.—Hapur (U.P.), India
P: 0122-3082500, 2308601
E: merinohapur@merinoindia.com
(FSC COC certified)

Rohad: 44 KM. Stone, Delhi-Rohtak Road, Rohad, Distt. Jhajjar, Haryana-124501, India
P: 01276-221000, 304900
E: merinorohad@merinoindia.com
(FSC COC certified)

Hosur: Bagalur Road, Kalahasthipuram Village, Hosur Taluk, Distt. Krishnagiri, Tamil Nadu-635103, India
P: 04344-293545, 327765
E: merinohosur@merinoindia.com
(FSC COC certified)

Dahej: Plot No D2/CH/36, Dahej II Industrial Estate, Village Vadala, PO Dahej, District Bharuch, Gujarat-392130,
P: +91 - 7283888832

BRANCH OFFICES
Ahmedabad: P: 079-30075775, 26589511
E: merinoahm@merinoindia.com
Bengaluru: P: 080-42418000
E: merinoblr@merinoindia.com
Bhubaneswar: P: 0674-3255594, 2597795
E: merinobb@merinoindia.com
Chandigarh: P: 0172-6576427, 6576426
E: merinochd@merinoindia.com
Chennai: P: 044-49303333, 49303300,
E: merinoch@merinoindia.com
Coimbatore: P: 0422-4243333
E: merinocbt@merinoindia.com
Indore: P: 07312862272
Ludhiana: P: 7347025195
E: merinoludhiana@merinoindia.com
New Delhi: P: 011-69015300, 25448011
E: merinopg@merinoindia.com
Hyderabad: P: 040-27901103, 1202, 1203, 64590033
E: merinohyd@merinoindia.com
Jaipur: P: 0141-2206159, 2209505, 2209506
E: merinojaipur@merinoindia.com
Kochi: P: 0484-2398265, 2397972, 4183301/ 4183333
E: merinokochi@merinoindia.com
Mumbai: P: 022-67991970/71/72
E: merinomum@merinoindia.com
Nagpur: P: 0712-2436372, 2457123
E: merinonagpur@merinoindia.com
Pune: P: 020-24212025, 24214025
E: merinopune@merinoindia.com
Tinsukia: P: 0374-2338975, 2340975
Vijayawada: +91 91 968646121
E: merinohyd@merinoindia.com